
   Class Notes 
Class: V 

 

Topic: ENGLISH FERRY – Birbal’s Wit 

Exercise A, B, C & Character Sketch 

Subject: ENGLISH 

 
 

Copy down answers of  question A in your English Ferry and questions B, C & character sketch  in your 

English Notebook.  

 

A.             1. F                      2. T                 3. F                       4. F                     5. T  

 

B. 1. a. The Second Minister said these words to Akbar. 

 

 b. The ‘task’ was impossible because no one can count the number of crows that are in a city. 

 

 2. a. Akbar said these words to Birbal. 

 

 b. The speaker was incorrect in his assumption as Birbal did have an answer. 

 

 c. The listener’s reply was that at six o’clock that day, there were exactly 21,412 crows in the capital.  

 

C. 1. According to a messenger Birbal was very busy counting crows in the city. 

 

     2. The prize announced for the challenge was 3,000 gold coins and a bag of precious jewels. 

 

     3. Birbal did not wish to join Akbar in eating mangoes because the mangoes were sent for Akbar especially   

 

      from Lucknow. Birbal said that he just took pleasure in watching Akbar enjoy the mangoes. 

 

      4. Birbal turned a refusal into a compliment by saying that rather than eat mangoes he took pleasure in  

 

       seeing his king, Akbar, enjoy the mangoes. 

 

     5. Akbar quietly scraped all his mango peels and seeds from his plate onto the Queen’s when she wasn’t  
 

      looking. Then he teased the Queen saying that she was starving for mangoes. The Queen didn’t know  
      

      what  to say but Birbal came to her rescue. He told Akbar that it was not the Queen but he who was  

 

      starving for  mangoes as he had swallowed the peels and seeds as well. 

 

Write a character sketch of Birbal. 

Birbal was a minister in Akbar’s court. He had a great sense of humour and impressed everyone with his  
 

intelligence. Birbal found answers to even very challenging questions like counting crows in the capital. Akbar 

 



 often rewarded him with prizes and gifts for his quick wits and wisdom.  

 

 

 

(Content prepared absolutely from home.)  

 


